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If there was one person who could be said to light the touch-paper for the epochal

transformation of European religion and culture that we now call the Reformation, it was Martin

Luther. And Luther and his followers were to play a central role in the Protestant world that was

to emerge from the Reformation process, both in Germany and the wider world.In all senses of

the term, this religious pioneer was a huge figure in European history. Yet there is also the very

uncomfortable but at the same time undeniable fact that he was an anti-semite. Written by one

of the world's leading authorities on the Reformation, this is the vexed and sometimes shocking

story of Martin Luther's increasingly vitriolic attitude towards the Jews over the course of his

lifetime, set against the backdrop of a world in religious turmoil.A final chapter then reflects on

the extent to which the legacy of Luther's anti-semitism was to taint the Lutheran church over

the following centuries. Scheduled for publication on the five hundredth anniversary of the

Reformation's birth, in light of the subsequent course of German history it is a tale both

sobering and ominous in equal measure.

"This is a learned, well-written, and carefully argued examination of Martin Luther's writings

and the place of anti-Jewish motifs and arguments in many of these works." -- Scott Ury, Tel

Aviv University, Religious Studies Review"This book is a remarkable and timely volume that is

the result of the confluence of a number of important lines of inquiry in epistemology,

philosophy of religion and theology. . . this text provides helpful standalone essays that can

accompany units on standard issues within the theologycurriculum. . . the constructive

systematician will find in many of these essays valuable guidance regarding how to go about

constructive work in a manner that is epistemically responsible. . . This volume excels as such

a cardinal text and will be a required resource for any wishing to make afuture contribution to

theological topics that touch in any way on epistemic issues." --International Journal of

Systematic Theology"This marvelous book will be the standard work in the field. Kaufmann's

ability to cover so much ground in such a short space and with such precision is remarkable.

He is always careful to distinguish the demonstrable from the intriguingly possible, and when

we simply do not know, he says soexplicitly. For those scholars and students who are more

interested in the afterlife of Luther's writings relating to the Jews than in the specifically

sixteenth-century context of those writings, Kaufmann's final chapter on reception history will

prove to be an indispensable resource."--BrooksSchramm, Antisemitism Studies"By showing

the depth of Luther's anti-Judaism, and his commitment to early-modern anti-Semitism,

Kaufmann hopes to break the reverence Protestants have for Luther, for this has retarded their

efforts to come to terms with their relationship to the Jews after the Holocaust (151). Kaufmann

does nothold Luther directly responsible for the Holocaust, but he insists that he was a factor in

helping to make it possible. Hence, the only way forward is to accept 'that we can no more put

our faith blindly in Luther's theology than responsible 21st century adults would voluntarily

place themselves inthe hands of a 16th-century surgeon' (11)." -- Reading Religion--This text

refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorThomas Kaufmann is Professor of Church

History at University of Gottingen.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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imagesIntroduction‘Luther’s Jews’—An Unavoidable TopicOn 28 January 1546, on a journey to

Eisleben, his birthplace, Martin Luther suffered a heart attack. The journey was to be his last;

three weeks later, on 18 February, he died. His description of this unpleasant and frightening

event in a letter to his ‘beloved wife’ Käthe four days later contained a curious explanation, no

doubt intended to reassure his wife, who had already been anxious when he set off:I felt my

strength leave me just outside Eisleben. It was my own fault. But if you’d been there you would

have said it was the fault of the Jews or of their God. For just outside Eisleben we had to go

through a village where a lot of Jews live and perhaps it was they who blew on me so hard.

Eisleben is a place with more than fifty Jews and there is no doubt that as I passed through the

village I felt such a cold wind blow through the carriage onto my head, through my cap, that it

seemed as if my brain would turn to ice. That’s probably what made me feel dizzy.1The

symptoms as described by Luther, a seriously overweight 63-year-old, point to one explanation

in modern medical language: a narrowing of the coronary blood vessels. Probably as a result of

walking some distance alongside the coach2—his ‘own fault’—Luther broke out in a sweat. The

infarction was accompanied by severe pain and constriction in the chest (angina pectoris). The

chest pains radiated into his left arm and this acute attack brought on nausea and dizziness.

As the attack massively reduced his heart’s pumping action his blood pressure plummeted,

resulting in cold sweats and shivering. The low winter temperatures most likely intensified this

effect. The ‘cold corridor’, a depression between the Mansfeld plateau and the Hornburg ridge,*

at the start of which lies the village of Rissdorf, nowadays Niederrissdorf, just outside Eisleben,

is notorious for its biting east winds. These features of climate and topography may well have

been responsible for Luther’s particularly intense experience of life-threatening cold. Today the

point on the Luther trail named ‘Cold Place’ is a reminder of this event, albeit the topography is

not entirely accurate.In the days that followed Luther did not take things easy. He was engaged

in efforts that were ultimately successful to mediate in a quarrel between the Counts of

Mansfeld and bring about a settlement. Equitable solutions to inheritance disputes were being

sought; issues of sovereignty also involved rulings on church organization. From the start,

however, Luther had a wider agenda: ‘As soon as the main issues are settled I have to get on

with expelling the Jews […],’ he wrote to Käthe in the letter quoted above of 1 February 1546.3

Although Albrecht, one of the ruling Counts of Mansfeld, was hostile to the Jews and had

already disclaimed responsibility for them, Luther went on, as yet he had not done anything to

them. ‘God willing, I’ll help Count Albrecht from the pulpit and also abandon them.’4 Thus the

great reformer, this man who had long since become an iconic figure, who was both regarded

with awe by his followers and assailed by enemies and opponents, had one final ‘earthly’ care

as he returned to Eisleben, where his life had begun, namely the expulsion of a few dozen

Jews from Mansfeld. Thanks to the protection of the Dowager Countess Dorothea von

Mansfeld-Vorderort the Jews had found refuge there when they were forced to leave the



bishopric of Merseburg. Among the places where Luther spent a significant length of time,

Eisleben was the only one in which Jews were tolerated during his lifetime. His attempts to

expel them from there too were to succeed after his death.In the last sermons Luther preached

in the church of St Andrew in Eisleben shortly before his death he expounded the

distinctiveness of faith in Christ, contrasting it to the religion of the Jews, Turks, and ‘Papists’.

Christians must be conscious that they can neither eradicate nor fight against the opponents of

the true faith. The Church, he said, would go on being under siege and in need of forgiveness;

it had to live with difference. At the conclusion to his final sermon in Eisleben, preached on 14

or 15 February, he added a Warning Against the Jews,5 in which he spoke out against having

Jews in the country, as they did ‘great damage’. For that reason, they should either be

converted and baptized or banished. The fact that Christ was ‘cousin’ to the Jews and ‘born of

their flesh and blood’6 might be a motive for converting them, but according to Luther ‘Jewish

blood’ had now become ‘more watery and wild’ and so of ‘inferior quality’ by comparison with

Jesus’s day.7 Nowadays Jews were constantly slandering and violating Christ, Mary, and us

Christians by using terms such as ‘whore’s child’, ‘whore’, and ‘changeling’. Particular care was

necessary if Jews claimed to be doctors, for they had the skill to poison their victims in such a

way that death ensued months or even years later and so nothing could be proved against

them. Those, however, who allowed this to happen shared in the guilt of this ‘alien sin’:8 ‘For

this reason you who are rulers should not tolerate them but rather drive them away. But if they

convert, renounce their usury and accept Christ we shall gladly regard them as our brothers.’9

Any Jew who refused to convert the reformer regarded as a slanderer of Christ who had

nothing else in mind than to ‘suck Christians dry and, if he can, kill them’.10Luther’s last public

statement, which appeared in print after his death, was an emphatic warning to Christian

society against being implicated in ‘Jewish sin’. Jews in his view ‘contaminated’ a Christian

community by their evil ways, which in addition to blasphemous practices included ‘perverse’

economic and other activities. All their energies were aimed at destroying Christians and this

must inevitably bring down God’s wrath upon them. ‘Conversion’ or ‘expulsion’: there was no

other option because the Jews were so dangerous: they were poisoners; they were sorcerers

in league with the Devil, their God, and had been out to kill Luther himself for years; they were

idolaters and blasphemers whom God would crush. Luther’s wife shared his fear of the Jews.

He also assumed his listeners would concur with him and, as far as we know, this Wittenberg

theology professor did not in fact put them off with his anti-Jewish vitriol. Even Count Albrecht

VII of Mansfeld-Hinterort was compliant; from 1547 Luther’s homeland was ‘free of Jews’.The

reformer’s hatred of the Jews incorporated features that cannot simply be labelled ‘theological’

or ‘religious’ and go beyond the traditional Christian hostility to the Jews that can already be

seen in the New Testament. Luther’s reference to the quality of Jewish blood and to extortion

and usury, his claim that Jews committed murder by poisoning and similar accusations were

fed from the various murky channels of a specifically pre-modern anti-Semitism, in other words

from a hostility resting on the belief that this ‘species of humanity’ shared a specific

‘nature’.11Luther took pre-modern anti-Semitism for granted, adopted it, and helped to spread

it. In the light of the expectations that people considered themselves justified in placing upon

Luther as a theologian, religious communicator, profound biblical exegete, and German

professor, and in view of the authority he acquired as hero of the Reformation and ‘father of the

Protestant Church’, his contempt for the Jews, which was unchecked by theological rigour, has

serious implications. In our times it casts a deep shadow over his personality and his

achievements. The fact that in the early days of the Reformation Luther, by virtue of his book

That Jesus Christ was born a Jew (1523), did more than anyone else in the sixteenth century



to further unconditional toleration of the Jews, indeed to further religious toleration in general,

is largely forgotten as a result of the image of the ageing Luther as hostile to them. But this is a

mistake. No other figure from the Reformation period even approaches Luther in the depth of

his inner contradictions and his ambivalent behaviour towards the Jews, for he was Janus-

faced, his intellect the ‘battleground’ for two opposing eras.The history of his reception swings

between his being seen as supporting those hostile to the Jews and those favourably disposed

towards them. There is some justification for both views, a fact that reveals the deep ambiguity

in his attitude to the ‘Jewish question’. Today Luther scholars are as divided as ever on this

matter. Admittedly, the fact that in the present day his attitude to the Jews has become a sort of

pivotal issue in understanding his character and theology must be regarded as a new

development by comparison with the views of Luther prevailing from the sixteenth to the

nineteenth centuries. For in older studies the question of his stance towards the Jews was not

even considered, let alone made a focus of interest. This new development is particularly

closely bound up with the reception of Luther in the first half of the twentieth century.Older

histories of the Protestant church, particularly in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

highlighted the younger reformer’s ‘call for tolerance’. The increased efforts of Pietists to

evangelize the Jews made them speak out for toleration. The overall impression is that in the

later seventeenth century and above all in the eighteenth, the century of the Enlightenment,

Luther’s hostility to the Jews was largely forgotten. Towards the end of the sixteenth century

the dissemination of the most extreme of his ‘Jewish writings’, On the Jews and their Lies

(1543), had been forbidden by Imperial decree; none the less, in the age of confessional rivalry

Lutheran theologians quoted it to oppose granting Jews the right to reside in Protestant cities

and territories. Pietists, on the other hand, disregarded it. It was, however, included in the big

Luther editions of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. A ‘proto-racist’ pamphlet by the

Leipzig preacher Ludwig Fischer, who in 1838 used quotations from, amongst other sources,

On the Jews and their Lies, to combat contemporary moves to emancipate the Jews and

oppose the ideals of the French Revolution, clearly indicates that Luther’s hatred of the Jews

functioned as a sort of mental resource. Even when inactive, it remained in people’s

consciousness and could be reactivated at any time.In 1910 Reinhold Lewin, who

subsequently became a rabbi, wrote a dissertation on Luther’s attitude towards the Jews

(Luthers Stellung zu den Juden), in which he emphasized the tension between the early and

late Luther and employed psychology to explain it. This study heralded the start of scholarly

research into the topic. The dissertation won the annual prize of the Protestant Theology

Faculty at the University of Breslau and the following year it was published in a prestigious

theological series edited, among others, by Reinhold Seeberg, a theologian who was later

linked to the Nazi Party (NSDAP). In 1916 Gotthard Deutsch, the author of the Luther entry in

the fourth edition of the Jewish Encyclopedia, stressed that at the beginning of the twentieth

century references to Luther from those hostile to and benevolent towards the Jews were

evenly balanced. Towards the end of the Weimar Republic, however, this balance between the

contrasting standpoints on the Jews held by the younger and older Luther was shifting more

and more clearly. Under the influence of the ‘German faith’ movement and racist ideologies, on

the one hand Protestant theologians made use of Luther’s On the Jews and their Lies in a

concerted effort to conwith the anti-Semitic Zeitgeist. On the other, proponents of völkisch†

ideology, with its emphasis on ethnicity and German racial superiority, appropriated Luther as a

forerunner of anti-Semitism and accused the ‘Jewified’ Protestant church of suppressing this

essential characteristic of his. Selected extracts from his 1543 treatise now appeared in mass

editions, first in a version edited by the Saxon Luther scholar Georg Buchwald. A later edition



was published by Mathilde Ludendorff,‡ whose works propounded a religion based on German

ethnicity. Finally, the Luther scholar Theodor Paul, an adherent of the ‘German Christians’,§

also brought out a version. What these truncated, pamphlet-like editions, which in some cases

grossly distorted Luther’s text, had in common was that they omitted, either partially or

completely, the lengthy passages, constituting about two thirds of the text, in which the

reformer attempted to prove, using Old Testament texts, that Jesus was Israel’s Messiah, as

foretold by prophecy. Thus what was of primary importance to Luther the biblical scholar,

namely to demonstrate that his Christian reading of the Old Testament was the only legitimate

one, was something that interested the adherents of the ‘German faith’ movement and their

Christian variants not one bit.In the Munich Luther edition, which was closely linked to the

Confessing Church,** On the Jews and their Lies was introduced as ‘the work to which Luther

owes his fame as a leading anti-Semite’. According to the editor, the missiologist Walter

Holsten, it was ‘a veritable arsenal of the weapons of which anti-Semitism had availed itself’.12

This appraisal was not very far off that of the Catholic Adolf Hitler, who had allegedly hailed

Luther as a ‘great man’, a ‘giant’, who ‘at a stroke’ had pierced the ‘twilight’ and seen ‘the Jew

as we are only beginning to see him today’.13 Against the backdrop of judgments such as this

it hardly seems absurd that Julius Streicher, the founder of the anti-Semitic propaganda paper

Der Stürmer, who was condemned to death at Nuremberg for crimes against humanity,

appealed at his trial to Luther’s late work on the Jews and proclaimed that Luther and not he

should be in the dock.In the early stages of his espousal of the Jewish cause—which was

unprecedented in the Protestant church14—Dietrich Bonhoeffer admittedly also made use of

Martin Luther (not only his treatise That Jesus Christ was born a Jew of 1523 but also the

argument he put forward in his Warning Against the Jews of 1546 that if Jews converted they

were to be treated as full members of the congregation and community,15 a view that could not

be reconciled with the introduction of the Aryan Paragraph into the realm of the church). This

fact emphasizes how confused, ambivalent, and equivocal Luther’s influence in the Third Reich

could be. But in the final analysis the lone voice of Bonhoeffer changes little as far as the main

tendency in the history of Luther reception is concerned. Church leaders such as provincial

bishop Martin Sasse of Thuringia referred to Luther’s hostility towards the Jews to justify their

enthusiasm for the burning of Jewish synagogues during the Reich ‘Night of Broken

Glass’ [Kristallnacht] on 9/10 November 1938; his polemical pamphlet Martin Luther on the

Jews: Away with Them!, which was published in a print run of 100,000 copies, contained

amongst other things a compilation of quotations from On the Jews and their Lies and may well

have been one of the most effective vehicles for the dissemination of the image of Luther as an

‘anti-Semite for our time’. By drawing on Luther, leading voices from the Church and theological

circles were demonstrating that Protestant Christianity could be adapted to fit in with the

ideological Zeitgeist that was remaking politics and society and moulding them to an ideology

based on race and German ethnicity and could make its own contribution to the ‘anti-Semitism

required today for the good of our nation’, as the Church historian Erich Vogelsang put

it.16Against the background of this reception history it is not surprising that in the end the

enemies of National Socialist Germany adopted this model of Luther interpretation and saw in

him Hitler’s forerunner. This genealogical construction, which—and this should not be forgotten

—was of course a continuation of the German Christians’ and Nazi line of interpretation but

from a negative perspective, reached a sort of high point in a pamphlet by a British

schoolteacher named Peter F. Wiener and entitled ‘Martin Luther. Hitler’s Spiritual

Ancestor’ (1945). A reprint of this pamphlet, published by the American Atheist Press in 1999,

has on its title page a mound of corpses of Jews killed in the gas chambers. For Wiener Luther



is the radical opponent of the liberal intellect on which the modern world was built. He is the

enemy of reason, a servant of princes, an apostle of absolutism, the one who inaugurated the

mental habit of obedience and of slavish subordination characteristic of the Germans. Luther, it

is claimed, advocated an annihilation of the Jews of a kind that not even Hitler surpassed. A

judgement such as this, first published in 1945 but repeatedly adopted and confirmed by

modern commentators, makes Luther appear as the originator of that unique crime against

humanity summed up in the name Auschwitz.A major objection to this view is the fact that the

form of anti-Semitism that aimed to eliminate the Jews, to kill them systematically, was

completely alien to the historical Luther. It also ignores the fact that Luther directed severe

criticism at the failings of the Protestant church also and feared God’s devastating wrath if their

own sin was compounded by the ‘alien sin’ of the Jews. In addition, it is an inadmissible

simplification of the complex genealogy of modern biology-inspired anti-Semitism to claim

Luther as one of its sources, let alone a leading one. The measures he advocated in 1543 to

deal with the Jews, which by our standards are inhuman, were intended to demoralize them

and possibly cause some to convert. To his mind, however, these measures were the ‘worse’

solution; in his view the best would have been to expel the Jews and resettle them in territory

ruled over by Christians’ ‘hereditary enemy’, the Turks. Luther’s aim was not to establish a

‘racially pure’ state, but a religiously homogeneous society of Christians that did not tolerate

any religious dissent.What is evident is that Protestant theologians with Nazi sympathies or ‘lay

people’ with a Lutheran background were not only among those who made the reformer out to

be complicit in the most gruesome crimes in human history but were primarily responsible for

doing so. Admittedly, the really ‘tragic’ aspect of this is precisely that Luther’s own writings, his

repellent, hate-filled tirades against the Jews, made the task easy. Luther is no more a simple

‘victim’ in this process than he deserved to be in the dock at Nuremberg.Luther’s hatred of the

Jews, his bitterness over their alleged blasphemies against Christ, his fear of their secret

activities and their ‘sucking dry’ the defenceless people who took loans from them, his anxiety

that by tolerating them he would be complicit in their blasphemy (a crime punishable by death

in Luther’s day) and equally deserving of the wrath God would pour down on them: these

things can be understood only within the context of the mentality and cultural environment of

the sixteenth century.The aim of this book is therefore to understand Luther’s attitude to the

Jews against the background of his age, which means to view it in the light of what was normal

at the time. I shall devote particular attention also to the character and status of his

pronouncements and their intended audience; it is of central relevance to be clear about the

specific context in which Luther made any given statement. For that reason, I seek to

distinguish more clearly the types of text and types of communication he used when speaking

about the Jews than ‘Luther scholars’ often do. Bearing in mind the methods and emphases I

have indicated, the reader has the opportunity to decide whether and how far Luther’s position,

which changed radically between 1523 and 1543, deserves to be called extreme, even judging

by the standards of the sixteenth century.The book’s title Luther’s Jews was chosen with the

following considerations in mind. Although ‘Luther and the Jews’ would have sounded more

usual—the linking word ‘and’ combined with the definite article creates distance and suggests

objectivity—it is important to make clear from the outset that when Luther’s subject is ‘Jews’

there is nothing objective about it; he is in no way referring to something distinct and

unambiguous. Luther’s Jews are a conglomerate of ill-defined fears, calculated publishing

projects, and targeted use of biblical traditions, and also of resentment, cultural traditions, and

sheer fantasy—in other words, a phantom. This book cannot therefore be an attempt to

reconstruct Luther’s relationship to the Jews in the sense of a personal ‘relationship’ with



individual representatives of the Jewish faith of his day, even if the few instances of his actual

contact with Jews for which there is solid biographical proof will receive due scrutiny (see

Chapter 1). The title Luther’s Jews is designed to alert the reader to the fact that this is a

serious topic because Luther took it up and gave it substance and because the term ‘Jews’

encompassed subjects and issues he believed he must confront and to which he therefore

devoted great attention. The view that an enquiry into ‘Luther and the Jews’ arises primarily as

a response to the twentieth-century history of Luther reception and exaggerates the

significance of the topic for him is inadequate. Although it is indisputable that twentieth-century

reception has given powerful impetus to the investigation of this issue, it is nevertheless

evident that for the historical Luther the ‘Jews’ were of central importance in a variety of ways,

not least as a negative foil against which to set his own teaching. The ‘Jews’ may have been

almost completely absent from the world he inhabited, but they are omnipresent in the writings

produced by that world.Luther’s fear and hatred of the Jews were of their time, but the fact that

this circumstance has not proved a barrier to their being taken up in the twentieth century is

fundamentally linked to the deeply rooted tendency in Protestant history to monumentalize

Luther the reformer and to appropriate his theology and quote it as being always ‘timely’ and

adaptable to the current situation. The only way forward is to accept the truth, no doubt painful

to some but theologically inescapable, that we can no more put our faith blindly in Luther’s

theology than responsible twenty-first-century adults would voluntarily place themselves in the

hands of a sixteenth-century surgeon.I myself translated all the Latin quotations in this book

into German. The use of inverted commas with certain terms (for example, ‘Jewish writings’,

the ‘Jewish question’, ‘free of Jews’, ‘proto-racist’) indicates that they have ideological

colourings that can be avoided if the reader is made conscious of them.* Translators’ note: an

area of high ground near Mansfeld in present-day Saxony-Anhalt.† Translators’ note: völkisch

denotes an ideology and movement dating from c. 1900 that stressed the importance of

ethnicity in determining national identity and considered that human mentalities and national

cultures were largely shaped by race/ethnicity. These beliefs were usually accompanied by anti-

Semitism.‡ Translators’ note: second wife of General Erich Ludendorff, who was a highly

influential figure in German politics from 1916 to 1918.§ Translators’ note: ‘German Christians’

were members of the Protestant churches who, during the Nazi period, attempted to reconcile

Nazi ideology with Christian beliefs.** Translators’ note: established in 1934, the Confessing

Church (Bekennende Kirche) was a grouping of Lutherans who resisted the influence of Nazi

ideology on Christian doctrine.Chapter 1Neighbours yet StrangersJews on the Fringes of

Luther’s WorldIn the pre-modern era Jewish life was governed by precise legal dispensations

that were fundamentally distinct from the conditions under which Christians lived. The basis for

the special treatment of the Jews was their perpetual servitude (servitus judaeorum perpetua),

which arose from their ineradicable guilt in causing the death of Jesus. In the Holy Roman

Empire of the German Nation during the late Middle Ages the legal category of ‘treasury

servitude’ (Kammerknechtschaft) had been established to link any right the Jews might be

granted to exist to the Imperial Treasury, which was entitled to levy taxes on them. In this way

their servitude, which was theological in origin, acquired the quality of a secular jurisdiction,

from which rights of protection for the Jews were derived.From the fourteenth century onwards

it became customary for the Imperial rights of protection for the Jews to be extended to other

authorities, such as rulers of individual states or magistrates of Free Imperial Cities, in the form

of so-called ‘Jewish prerogatives’. As states developed greater individual sovereignty in the

Early Modern period, rights to protect the Jews became an integral part of the ruler’s powers.

Jewish taxes, which the authorities received in exchange for fixed-term rights of residence,



granting in return charters of protection, formed a significant source of revenue.The toleration

of the Jews, for whatever defined period, in the cities and territories of the Empire was subject

to the fluctuations of economic conditions, which were often the source of conflict. From the

beginning of the Crusades, and in particular as a response to the outbreak of the plague in the

middle of the fourteenth century, pogroms and waves of persecution occurred that threatened

Jewish life in the Empire and in Europe generally. The Jews were made into ‘scapegoats’;

Christian society used them as a target to vent profound tensions, primitive aggressions and a

deep sense of fear.The precarious nature of the toleration of the Jews meant that they were in

no way ‘integrated’ into the Christian world. From a social and economic point of view they

were isolated by being barred from membership of the guilds, which defined themselves as

Christian fraternities. They could not live off the land as farmers or peasants because they

were not sufficiently rooted in it and they were usually not allowed to own it. The only possible

line of work open to them was to trade in goods or money. In many cases their only source of

income was money-lending, which the Church had banned on the grounds of the biblical

prohibition of usury (see Exodus 22, 25, Leviticus 25, 35–7, Psalm 14, 4f., Ezekiel 22, 10–12).

Canon law made it a sin for Christians to demand any interest on money given as a loan.As

providers of credit the Jews were essential to their society, while the authorities who held the

charters of protection profited from their economic success by exacting payments. People’s

dependence on Jewish ‘usurers’, which became more prevalent when failed harvests or natural

catastrophes led to critical food shortages, created constant suspicion and hatred among those

affected. There appeared to be something reprehensible and parasitic about Jewish prosperity;

they seemed to profit from others’ distress. Were Jewish profiteers not in fact in league with

demonic powers fundamentally hostile to Christianity and its Saviour?The growth of early

capitalism in the later fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries led to a relaxation of the Church’s

prohibition on charging interest, which gave rise to Christian money magnates such as the

Fuggers of Augsburg, produced a European banking system, and forced Jewish financiers

increasingly downmarket. The mendicant friars, who were concerned for the fate of the ‘little

people’, were prominent in directing polemics against ‘Jewish usurers’. In the later Middle Ages

Jewish merchants also lost the dominant position they had once held in foreign trade.Since the

Fourth Lateran Council of 1215 all Jews in Catholic Europe had been obliged to wear an

emblem of identification. This practice of stigmatizing Jews had the aim of separating the

worlds of Jews and Christians and making contact between them—in particular in the form of

marriages between Christians and Jews—more difficult or even impossible. Even though this

compulsory identification varied in form in the individual European countries and German

territories, the colour yellow gradually became the general marker. From the first third of the

fifteenth century yellow circles or patches had to be worn on the front of clothing in Augsburg,

Bamberg, Würzburg, Cologne, Mainz, Trier, Fürth, Frankfurt am Main and Erfurt. In some

territories and cities in the Empire Jews had also to wear special ‘Jewish hats’ (Figure 1). Fines

were imposed for infringements of the requirement for Jews to identify themselves; it was also

possible for Jews to buy themselves freedom from this requirement.Figure 1. ‘The Birth of

Christ’ (c. 1370). Altar painting in the Augustinian Monastery Church in Erfurt. As this painting

hung in Luther’s monastery in Erfurt we may assume he knew it.In some places, Worms for

example, Jewish homes had to be marked. As a rule, Jews in towns and cities lived together in

particular streets and in more or less enclosed areas. The increasing number of expulsions of

Jews from German cities in the late Middle Ages caused an ‘exodus’ to Eastern Europe and

the creation of more Jewish settlements in the countryside; smaller territories frequently proved

better and more stable places to live. Jews quite often travelled by day to the towns and cities



to do business and returned in the evening to their village communities. Though no Jews had

been allowed to live in Strasbourg since 1388, for example, Jewish merchants, traders, and

doctors arrived by day and went about their business overseen and accompanied by a

constable or soldier. In the evening the ‘Jews’ horn’ would sound from the cathedral tower to

mark the time for them to leave the city. Thus the Jews played a part in the social and

economic relations between city and country.There were frequently lively comings and goings

between individual Jewish communities and families in different locations and information was

constantly being exchanged; people knew about each other and took an interest in whatever

was happening to their coreligionists. The fact that Jews were not integrated into Christian

society encouraged the development of their own special sense of belonging, which was

underpinned by the ties created by their custom of marriage within the group. They remained

throughout committed to active study of their own literary traditions and sacred texts—in

addition to the Hebrew Bible these were principally the Mishna, the Talmud, and the rabbinic

commentaries on them; this enabled them to move in a variety of language environments. They

also made modest use of the possibilities of printing using Hebrew characters. Jewish learning

fed suspicion, not least among uneducated sections of the Christian population. Their

unfamiliar language and script provided opportunities to invent stories of the Jews’ secret

magical practices. Cultural differences between the Ashkenazy Jews of central and eastern

Europe and the Sephardic Jews of southern and western Europe played no significant role in

Jewish life in the Empire and Christians were either unaware of them or indifferent to them.The

most important sources of ‘information’ about Jewish religious life were the reports written by

Jewish converts to Christianity. These frequently bore the stamp of their zealous authors’

hatred of the religion they had abandoned and often tended to emphasize features of Jewish

worship that seemed particularly mysterious, shocking, dangerous, hostile to Christians, and

blasphemous. Their aim was to provide Christian society with arguments for the perpetual

rejection of the Jews and to warn against them. At the same time, a number of contemporary

accounts by converts, such as those by Victor von Carben or Anton Margaritha, became

important ‘ethnographic’ sources of knowledge about Jewish customs in the Reformation

period. Given the relatively meagre success rate of Christians converting Jews in the late

Middle Ages, the influence of writings by Jewish converts on ‘public opinion’ is likely to have

been considerable. In the main, however, converts did not repeat the accusations, highly

dangerous for Jews, of desecrating the host, ritual murder, or poisoning wells.The allegation

that Jews poisoned wells, either directly or by means of Christians they had suborned, in

particular lepers, had originated in France and been in general circulation since a series of

plague outbreaks in the middle of the fourteenth century. Empirical observation, however, that

the plague was also rife in places where there were no Jews made this accusation less of a

threat in the course of the fifteenth century or it was transferred to other marginalized groups

such as beggars, Waldensians, or witches.The allegation that Jews desecrated the host

(Figure 2), which belongs in the context of the increased importance being given in worship

from the thirteenth century onwards to the bodily presence of Christ in the sacrament, was a

different matter, for here specifically anti-Jewish factors were dominant. The various ‘cases’ of

desecration of the host that occurred in the course of the later Middle Ages were variations on

a basic narrative model: a Jew, with or without the help of depraved Christians, obtains a

consecrated host, which he subjects to all manner of tortures. This causes a miraculous and

unstoppable flow of blood, which in the end exposes the evildoer and his co-conspirators.

Different versions of the story then report either a conversion miracle or a punishment miracle:

the Jew becomes a Christian or is punished by God. Finally, the locations of these supernatural



interventions by God in history become places of pilgrimage, where the ‘evidence’ of the

miracle, the host in particular, is venerated. In Wilsnack in Brandenburg, in Sternberg in

Mecklenburg, and in Deggendorf in Bavaria in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries centres of

pilgrimage of this kind developed, drawing pilgrims from a wide area. The establishment of

these shrines was as a rule accompanied by spectacular executions of Jews, the eradication of

whole communities, and the imposition of a ban on settlement in the towns and territories in

question.Figure 2. Desecration of the host in Sternberg. Woodcut, Lübeck, 1492. Jews plunge

knives into hosts, thus inflicting renewed agony on Christ’s body.Other religious ‘mass

demonstrations’ also had anti-Jewish features. These are particularly clear in the case of the

pilgrimage, beginning in 1519, to Regensburg, organized by Balthasar Hubmaier, who later

became a leading Baptist theologian. The Regensburg City Council had exploited the Imperial

interregnum after the death of Maximilian I to expel the Jewish community, which enjoyed the

protection of the Emperor, and destroy its synagogue and the neighbouring Jewish quarter.

Prompted by this, Albrecht Altdorfer, who was a member of the External Council of the city,

made engravings of the vestibule and interior of the synagogue. These are the oldest surviving

depictions of a Jewish place of worship and preserved it, so to speak in effigy (Figures 3 and

4). A healing miracle attributed to the Virgin Mary, which occurred during building work,

provided a retrospective ‘divine confirmation’ of the punishment meted out to the Jews; it was

the basis for an extremely successful pilgrimage, marked by ecstatic forms of devotion, ‘to

lovely Mary’.Figure 3. Entrance to the Regensburg synagogue. Engraving by Albrecht Altdorfer,

1519.Figure 4. Interior of the Regensburg synagogue. Engraving by Albrecht Altdorfer,

1519.The most bizarre and emotionally charged allegation against the Jews was that of ritual

murder. Mainly at Passiontide Jews would be accused of ritually murdering a Christian child,

usually a boy, as they required the blood of a Christian for their magic, religious worship, or

‘medicine’. Various anti-Semitic superstitions attached themselves to this accusation, which

spread from England to Europe from the twelfth century onwards. It was claimed that the Jews

used the blood to remove the horns their children were born with; that they used it to mask

their pungent smell; that they baked their matzah with it. Confessions, extracted by torture,

spread like wildfire, as in the case of the ritual murder trial in Trento in 1475 (Figure 5), and

provoked comparable incidents, accompanied by pogroms or other acts of violence against

Jewish communities, in many parts of Europe. The murdered Christian children were elevated

to sainthood, with or without papal approval, and the cults surrounding them kept alive the

memory of the ‘baseness’ and ‘perfidy’ of the ‘Jewish race’.Figure 5. The Ritual Murder of

Simon of Trent. Woodcut by Michael Wolgemut, in Hartmann Schedel, Register des buchs der

Croniken und Geschichten. … (Nuremberg, 1493), Bl. CCLIIIIv.Even though the worlds of the

Christian majority and the Jewish minority overlapped at many points, particularly in the

Empire, and it would be incorrect to imagine them as completely separate, the Jews none the

less lived their lives as ‘strangers round the corner’, who aroused above all the fear that they

might get too close and who had therefore to be kept at a distance. Avoiding contact with Jews

therefore seemed sensible and was largely taken for granted. Christians employed by Jews

were treated with suspicion or pity; anyone who borrowed money from Jews was forced to by

necessity and had no choice. Even though people were convinced that the skills of Jewish

doctors were superior, they mistrusted them, whether because, as was ‘known’, they exploited

any crisis, or because their abilities rested on secret magic techniques and they used potions

that could kill people in undetectable ways. Many people believed that the Jews were in league

with the devil. The Justinian Code, the basis of Roman law, prescribed a two-year ‘trial period’

for Jews willing to be baptized. The worlds of Christians and Jews thus ran in parallel but were



largely separate; any connection between them held incalculable dangers.Jews were forbidden

to attempt to convert Christians; ‘proselytizing’ was punishable by death. The representatives of

the Church and of secular authority as well as those with social and cultural influence in

contemporary society combined to create an atmosphere of deepening intolerance towards

Jews in the late Middle Ages. The degree of persecution might vary, depending on the

particular interests of those with power and influence, but they were always confident that

attacks on the Jews were to no-one’s disadvantage, except of course that of the unloved

outsiders themselves.A small group of humanist scholars who were working in the emerging

academic field of Hebrew language studies were the only people who cultivated a genuine

scholarly interest in Judaism and its textual traditions and in detailed discussion with rabbis.

Their intellectual leader was the humanist legal scholar Johannes Reuchlin, who under the

influence of the Italian philosopher and theologian Giovanni Pico della Mirandola, whom he

had met on a journey to Italy, had begun to lay the foundations for the study of the Hebrew

language. His groundbreaking textbook De rudimentis Hebraicis (1506), which contained a

Hebrew grammar and dictionary, as well as his edition of the seven penitential psalms with

literal Latin translations and philological elucidations (1512), formed the basis for Christian

Hebrew studies and the exegesis of the Old Testament based on the original Hebrew text. As a

young theology professor in Wittenberg Luther made use of these works.In addition to the

study of the Hebrew texts Pico had aroused Reuchlin’s interest in Jewish mysticism, the so-

called Cabbala. It held secret doctrines, for example about God’s names, which it claimed had

been passed down orally since the time of Moses and revealed a hidden meaning in the Bible

and Talmud. Reuchlin became the leading Christian expert on the Cabbala, from which he also

derived arguments supporting belief in Jesus as the son of God. In a juridical battle

subsequently conducted in print with the Jewish convert Johannes Pfefferkorn, who had

advocated to Emperor Maximilian I that all Jewish writings, the Talmud in particular, should be

destroyed, Reuchlin opposed confiscation, with the exception of a number of libellous anti-

Christian diatribes. As citizens of the Roman Empire (cives imperii Romani), he argued, the

Jews’ property was protected on principle. Furthermore, the Talmud interpreted in the light of

the Cabbala proved that the Christian faith was true and to that extent was important for

Christian exegesis. His official report, published in 1511 under the title Augenspiegel, earned

Reuchlin the condemnation of the Cologne Theological Faculty. In a satirical pamphlet war

younger humanists on Reuchlin’s side poured scorn on the narrow-minded obscurantists of the

scholastic ancien régime and ridiculed their linguistic and philological strictures (Epistolae

obscurorum virorum; ‘Dunkelmännerbriefe’, 1515, 1517). The affair, which did not end until

1520 when Pope Leo X condemned Augenspiegel, overlapped with the early stages of the

Reformation movement. Some of the best brains among Luther’s adherents and a number of

later leading scholars in the field of Reformation Hebrew Studies came from the ‘progressive’

circles that had supported Reuchlin. The questions raised by the Reuchlin–Pfefferkorn

controversy concerning the appropriate use of post-Biblical Jewish writings and relations with

contemporary Judaism continued to be of lively interest in the Reformation period.By

comparison with other European countries, the unstable situation of the Jews in the cities and

territories of the Empire around 1500, switching constantly between fixed-term toleration and

expulsion, represents a specific case and yet remains within the normal parameters of the

diverse circumstances typical of Catholic Europe. The Holy Roman Empire was not following a

distinctive path (Sonderweg) as far as policy towards the Jews was concerned.In western

Europe the dominant policy was one of marginalization. The King of England was the first in

medieval history to expel the Jews entirely; from 1290 onwards the country was ‘free of Jews’.



In 1394 the French King placed a ban on Jews residing in France that marked the end of the

period of stigmatization and isolated eruptions of persecution following on from the mid-century

plague pogroms; when Provence became part of France in 1481 the policy of expulsion was

applied there too.The measures towards the Jews adopted by the Spanish monarchs of Castile

and Aragon had serious consequences: since 1480 the Inquisition had been systematically

suppressing the so-called ‘Marranos’ (a derogatory Arabic–Spanish term meaning ‘pigs’),

converts who allegedly continued in secret to hold the Jewish faith. ‘Proto-racist’ arguments are

already evident in the theological discourse of the Iberian peninsula: The Jewish race, defined

in a rudimentary way by a notion of a common ‘blood’, was, it was claimed, so corrupt that it

could not be cleansed even by baptism; and, what was more, the Marranos were preparing a

world Jewish conspiracy. From 1492 no more Jews were tolerated in the empire of the ‘Most

Christian Kings’, Ferdinand of Aragon and Isabella of Castile.The policies pursued in Spain

towards the Jews affected other countries. They were operative in the Netherlands up to the

end of Spanish rule in the later sixteenth century. In Portugal they resulted at first in a period of

increased Jewish immigration, which with the marriage of the King of Portugal, Manuel I, to the

heiress to the Spanish throne in 1496 and Spanish–Portuguese condominium changed to a

rigid policy of expulsion. In Italy too the Jews were treated with new severity towards the end of

the fifteenth century. Similarly, on the islands of Sardinia and Sicily, which were then under the

rule of Aragon, the Spanish policy of expulsion was put into practice. The same was true of the

Kingdom of Naples, which fell to Aragon in 1510. From 1516 Jews in Venice had only had the

right to live in the enclosed ‘Ghetto Novo’, from which the name and the idea of the ‘ghetto’

derive. Switzerland was ‘free of Jews’ by 1500.In Eastern Europe conditions for the Jews were

on the whole more favourable. In the territories of Bohemia, Transylvania, and Hungary, which

were linked to the Hapsburg Empire, there was a variable policy towards the Jews, as in the

Empire itself. Some were forced to leave the towns and cities but were permitted to stay in rural

areas. Waves of persecution were balanced by periods of relative peace. In Poland Jewish

communities were shown exceptional favour by the King and the higher nobility and in some

cases deliberately encouraged to settle. Only a very few cities expelled Jews periodically. In

Lithuania also a policy of toleration prevailed, interrupted only for a short time between 1495

and 1503. A decree issued by the Teutonic Knights refusing Jews, magicians, and sorcerers

the right to reside in their territory in Courland, Livonia, and Prussia remained in force well into

the sixteenth century. There were no Jews in the Scandinavian countries.The clear threat to

the lives and livelihoods of Jews, which had been escalating to European proportions since

1492 and the Spanish policy of expulsion, prompted hasty migrations and was felt in the

Empire also. In 1492 the Jews were expelled from Mecklenburg. The next year the

Archbishopric of Magdeburg followed suit. From 1496 onwards Styria, Carinthia, and Carniola

were ‘free of Jews’. In 1510 a sensational trial for ‘desecration of the host’ took place in

Brandenburg. Around 1500 the Free Imperial Cities of Reutlingen, Nuremberg, Ulm,

Nördlingen, Colmar, and Regensburg also expelled ‘their’ Jews. It can be reasonably assumed

that the numbers of Jews increased in places where they were still tolerated. The psychological

pressure caused by increasing tribulations, by the upheaval within Christendom—the

Reformation—that was shaking Rome to the core, and by the experience of a new enthusiasm

on the part of Christian scholars for the Hebrew language produced apocalyptic and messianic

fervour within Judaism. A Jewish doctor at the court of the Turkish Suleiman the Magnificent is

said to have welcomed the Reformation as a sign of the weakening of Christianity. Similar

opinions were probably widespread in Jewish circles.Given the conditions outlined above, what

kinds of personal contact did Luther have with the Jews? Of the towns and cities where he



spent his life—Eisleben (1483) and Mansfeld (1484–96/7), Magdeburg (1497), Eisenach

(1498–1501), Erfurt (1501–11/12), and Wittenberg (1508/9; 1512–46)—Jews were tolerated

only in the first two, which were part of the county of Mansfeld. In Mansfeld itself, admittedly,

where Luther spent his youth and where his extended family continued to live, no Jews are

attested after 1534. From 1510 onwards Jews were permitted to trade in Eisenach but not to

settle there. In Erfurt there is no evidence of Jews after 1453/4. From 1493 onwards Jews were

forced to leave the city and archbishopric of Magdeburg by order of Archbishop Ernst, the

younger brother of Frederick of Saxony, Luther’s sovereign lord. No Jewish residents are

recorded for the town of Wittenberg after 1422, though in the Electorate of Saxony they were

tolerated until in 1536 the Elector Johann Friedrich issued an expulsion order, definitively

withdrawing his protection in 1539. Around 1540 it is thought that twenty-five small Jewish

communities, consisting as a rule of individual families, existed in Thuringia. They had no

formal structure and no synagogue. Thus there were essentially no Jews in the town

environments Luther experienced. Towns ‘free of Jews’ were for him the norm and any

personal encounter with Jews was the exception.Very few instances of personal contact

between Luther and Jews can be reconstructed with any certainty. A table talk entry provided

by Johannes Mathesius dating from the spring of 1540 confirms the report that ‘in the early

days’ there was a record of Regensburg Jews having sent Luther in Wittenberg a German

translation in Hebrew characters of Psalm 130 (‘Out of the depths’). ‘They were so pleased

with Luther.’1 This comment has been largely overlooked in Luther scholarship. Coming from

one of his close friends it is probably historically accurate and deserves attention. Even though

the document alluded to here has not survived and thus cannot be dated with certainty, it is

highly probable that it belongs in the context of the destruction of the Regensburg synagogue,

the decision of 21 February 1519 by the Regensburg City Council to expel the Jewish

community, and the repercussions of this measure for the politics of the Empire. The Jews, who

were attempting to make Luther aware of their fate by means of this psalm of lamentation,

seemingly invested hope in the Wittenberg scholar who since 1518/19 had become a famous

man and was an influential writer. Does the fact that they wrote to him using Hebrew script

suggest that they hoped to find common ground with this Christian heretic condemned by the

Pope?Chronologically the next information we have of contact between Luther and Jews is in

connection with his stay in Worms (16–26 April 1521), though it was not published until 1575/6

by the orthodox Lutheran Nikolaus Selnecker (1530–92) in a speech about Luther’s life that

appeared in Latin and German in Leipzig. Moreover, in the final analysis we cannot be sure

that the incident Selnecker recounts actually occurred. Influenced by the ‘late Luther’,

Selnecker also made a name for himself as an opponent of the Jews and he may have devised

the scene or placed it in the context of Worms by using other comparable sources. As we

cannot absolutely exclude the possibility that it did happen, however, this is what he says: After

Luther’s historic appearance before the Emperor and the Imperial Diet (17/18 April 1521) many

people flocked to his lodgings. Noblemen and scholars of every kind wanted to see the man

whom the whole world was talking about. Two Jews also wanted to see him, perhaps members

of the flourishing Jewish community in Worms or connected to the Jewish delegation that was

attempting to negotiate at the Imperial Diet about the events in Regensburg. Selnecker

reports:As many of the princes, counts and other high-ranking people wished to see and speak

to Luther the great man and hero and came to his lodgings, two Jews also appeared desiring

admittance. They said they had heard that the finest man living, the best Christian and a highly

learned man was in that house. For these reasons they wished him to instruct them in a

number of matters over which they were in doubt. They had also brought with them some gifts



to show their great regard for him. Sturmius [the Imperial herald who had conducted Luther to

Worms] was under orders to admit suitable people, and when permission had been given by

the princes and Luther he told them to enter. At once they began to behave according to their

custom. They bowed and presented Luther with a small barrel of sweet wine, indicated why

they had come and asked Luther to present them with a passage of Scripture and they would

respond to it. Luther said, ‘Before we speak of anything else, would you first tell me what the

prophet Isaiah means when he says, “Behold, a virgin is with child etc.” (Isaiah 7, 14). They

immediately replied that the usual meaning was a young woman. When, however, Luther held

up various examples and the evidence of Rebecca (Gen 24, 43), who is called a maiden

(alma) or virgin and of Moses’s sister Miriam (Ex 2, 8), who was only six years old, one of them

applauded him, while the other held to his opinion. While Luther held his peace, the Jews

pursued their disputation almost to the point of blows and were therefore ejected by the

princes’ servants. The incident gave rise to hilarity.2An unusual aspect of the story is that on

the one hand the Jews are said to have come to Luther in order to question him as a prominent

representative of Christianity, while on the other they offer to have ‘a passage of Scripture’ laid

before them, as though they regarded themselves as capable of solving any exegetical

problem at all. This turn in the account opened up the opportunity for Luther to confront the

Jews with the problem of translating Isaiah 7, 14. If the Jews had not made that offer his

contribution to the discussion would have seemed like an attempt to trap them. The point at

issue in the story is the translation of the Hebrew word for ‘young woman’ (‘almah), which

Christians have adduced for centuries as proof of the virgin birth of Jesus. In the Greek and

Latin translations of the Old Testament the word had been rendered by the equivalent of

‘virgin’ (parthenos; virgo). The aim of Luther’s argument was to establish the sense of Isaiah 7,

14 as meaning the miraculous birth of a child to a young woman who had not had sexual

intercourse with a man and therefore was a virgin by means of two other texts where the same

Hebrew word clearly meant ‘girls’ who had not yet reached the age of sexual maturity. By being

unable to agree—in Hebrew the same word (‘almah) occurs in both texts—the two Jews show

themselves completely unsuited for the role of exegetical adviser to which they aspire. They

thus expose their own inadequacy and become a laughing stock to those listening to them.If

this story contains any kernel of historical truth and Luther really did have an encounter with

Jews in Worms, it might reflect the hopes that individual representatives of Judaism placed in

Luther, for in the first two decades of the sixteenth century Jews, including those in the Empire,

were coming under increasing pressure. Various sources provide evidence that some Jews

even projected messianic hopes onto him. Perhaps the visit by Jews in Worms, along with

Frankfurt the location of the largest Jewish community in the Empire, was intended as a way of

putting such tendencies to the test. Might the quarrel between the two visitors from the

synagogue have even reflected an internal debate going on within Judaism on how to respond

to the arguments about the confusing ‘signs of the times’? During the Imperial Diet at Worms

Rabbi Josel von Rosheim, an important spokesman for Jewish rights with the Emperor and

Empire, was also in the city in connection with the events in Regensburg. Might he have been

one of the Jewish visitors? Could this explain why Luther later refers to him in a letter as a

‘good friend’?3 We simply do not know.In its present form the episode offers us nothing more

than an example of Luther’s intellectual superiority, Jewish folly, and the Jews’ blind, self-

destructive religious zeal. There are even possible indications that in the Jewish world there

was a traditional memory of a discussion about Isaiah 7, 14.4 If the Worms story were not true

it would, from a Lutheran perspective, be a useful invention.The next evidence of personal

contact between Luther and Jews comes from the mid-1520s. Two or three rabbis—on one



occasion he calls them Samaria, Schlom, and Leo5 and on two others he speaks of Schamaria

and Jacob6—came to see Luther in Wittenberg and engaged in learned discussion with him. In

spite of the fact that over a period of almost two decades Luther alluded to this episode on a

number of occasions and altered it slightly each time,7 the following historical core can be

identified: The Wittenberg theologian was sought out in his home city by learned rabbis who

wanted a theological debate with him. The guests referred to the fact that Christians had begun

to learn Hebrew and to read Jewish books. One of the rabbis even voiced the expectation that

soon many Christians would turn to Judaism, while Luther affirmed his hope to the contrary.
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Indigo Bunting, “An important, sober, balanced, and well-researched book. This is an

important, sober, balanced, and well-researched book. The topic is inflammatory and partisans

on all sides of the many debates involving Luther and the Jews have used the reformer's

legacy to advance their own causes. Kaufmann carefully traces all of Luther's writings on the

Jews, examines what literature Luther himself read, the environment around him, the rare

cases of his firsthand engagement with Jews, and finally the reception and use of Luther's

writings in later generations. The emerging picture is complex, sometimes even bewildering; it

is hard for us now to grasp how Luther went for being the first advocate for toleration of the

Jews in Europe in a thousand years to being one of their fiercest slanderers. Those who want

simplistic, ideological answers will be uncomfortable with this book. Those who can tolerate the

painful complexities of history will not only learn about this subject but get an ideal model of the

responsible use of history in all its ambiguity.”

IAN FISHMAN, “What a miserable man with misconceived ideas. Very interesting and

informative.A man of his time consumed initially with a passion and determination to convince

the Jews that Jesus was the true messiah and son of God which turned to hatred when he

realised that they were not willing to give up their religious views.and abandon their history

and heritage.Sadly the Church exerted abnormal levels of influence and power over the

ignorant and easily led populace and in Germany in particular this led to a continuous and

ultimately overwhelming exercise and policy of anti semitism and ultimately the tyrannical era

of the Nazis and the near extermination of the Jewish people throughout Europe..Luther and

his followers have a lot to answer for....”

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/xLdrL/Luthers-Jews-A-Journey-into-Anti-Semitism


Dave, “Interesting.. Interesting”

Cambria, “Five Stars. He changed the world but not always for the better.”

Reverend D. C. Macdonald, “An honest look at a tricky Luther issue. I have long felt

uncomfortable with Martin Luther's anti-Semitism and in this 500th anniversary of the start of

the Reformation I wanted to be clear about the issue. Kaufmann offers us a thorough, honest

and detailed appraisal of the issues, based on a careful reading of Luther's writings. It is not a

comfortable read for anyone who regards anti Semitism as an anathema. Kaufmann does not

avoid the most difficult texts and is uncompromising in his analysis. It is clear the Luther was

anti-Semitic and saw no contradiction between that and his Christian faith. That, in my view,

means the anniversary of the Reformation needs to be sensitive and clear in its rejection of this

most vile of polemicists and his intemperate, obnoxious diatribes against the Jewish people of

his age.”

The book by N. T. Wright has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 18 people have provided feedback.
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